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From: "Giulio Occhionero" < gocchionero@pec.it > To:

"Prosecutor of Perugia" < prot.procura.perugia@giustiziacert.it >, "prosecutor of Rome" < 

prot.procura.roma@giustiziacert.it >

Cc: 

"Anita Mangialetto" < anitamangialetto@ordineavvocatiroma.org >, "Roberto Bottacchiari" < 

robertobottacchiari@ordineavvocatiroma.org >, "Stefano Parretta" < stefanoparretta@ordineavvocatiroma.org > Date: Friday March 

8, 2019 10:25

Rome prosecutor RG 21245/2016 - Prosecutor of Perugia RG 4071/2017

To the attention of:

Dott. Giuseppe Pignatone Chief Prosecutor Prosecutor of Dott. Giuseppe Pignatone Chief Prosecutor Prosecutor of Dott. Giuseppe Pignatone Chief Prosecutor Prosecutor of 

Rome Dr. Gemma Miliani , Deputy Prosecutor of the Rome Dr. Gemma Miliani , Deputy Prosecutor of the Rome Dr. Gemma Miliani , Deputy Prosecutor of the 

Prosecutor of Perugia Republic

Dear Dr. Pignatone,

I write in relation to proceedings 21245/2016 that saw myself, with her sisterI write in relation to proceedings 21245/2016 that saw myself, with her sisterI write in relation to proceedings 21245/2016 that saw myself, with her sister

Francesca (American citizen) condemned, in first instance, to the penis notes. The performance of the defensive investigations, Francesca (American citizen) condemned, in first instance, to the penis notes. The performance of the defensive investigations, 

searches performed on public sources and active collaboration with the Anglo-Saxon investigators on the topic, have led to the 

discovery of worrying elements of connection between the investigation EyePyramid, against the accused Occhionero, and the discovery of worrying elements of connection between the investigation EyePyramid, against the accused Occhionero, and the discovery of worrying elements of connection between the investigation EyePyramid, against the accused Occhionero, and the discovery of worrying elements of connection between the investigation EyePyramid, against the accused Occhionero, and the discovery of worrying elements of connection between the investigation EyePyramid, against the accused Occhionero, and the discovery of worrying elements of connection between the investigation EyePyramid, against the accused Occhionero, and the 

investigation Russiagate , On the then US presidential candidate Donald Trump, Today President Trump.investigation Russiagate , On the then US presidential candidate Donald Trump, Today President Trump.investigation Russiagate , On the then US presidential candidate Donald Trump, Today President Trump.investigation Russiagate , On the then US presidential candidate Donald Trump, Today President Trump.investigation Russiagate , On the then US presidential candidate Donald Trump, Today President Trump.

A further cause for concern is, then, the fact that such elements of connection between the two investigations clearly A further cause for concern is, then, the fact that such elements of connection between the two investigations clearly 

aspects of investing national security . However, there seems to have been given representation of this, nor to aspects of investing national security . However, there seems to have been given representation of this, nor to aspects of investing national security . However, there seems to have been given representation of this, nor to 

parliamentary bodies, nor to the supervisory bodies with subsequent submission of information to the Parliament.

The findings of such research has, therefore, led the undersigned to report any abuse and to inform not only the competent 

public prosecutor's offices in Italy, but also supervisors, survey and control of the American administration. In this context, 

for example, I am sure not It may have escaped her demand that ' Chief Inspector Paul Primiani, under the Postal Police for example, I am sure not It may have escaped her demand that ' Chief Inspector Paul Primiani, under the Postal Police for example, I am sure not It may have escaped her demand that ' Chief Inspector Paul Primiani, under the Postal Police for example, I am sure not It may have escaped her demand that ' Chief Inspector Paul Primiani, under the Postal Police for example, I am sure not It may have escaped her demand that ' Chief Inspector Paul Primiani, under the Postal Police for example, I am sure not It may have escaped her demand that ' Chief Inspector Paul Primiani, under the Postal Police 

(CNAIPIC) He did to my friend(CNAIPIC) He did to my friend

Maurizio Mazzella the morning of January 9, 2017, the day of our arrest. Primiani, one of the first questions that Maurizio Mazzella the morning of January 9, 2017, the day of our arrest. Primiani, one of the first questions that 

addressed Mazzella during the search, he asked: "Who is your contact in the Trump campaign?".addressed Mazzella during the search, he asked: "Who is your contact in the Trump campaign?".

Because, as you well remember, at that date the candidate Trump He was already the de facto President in pectore Trump , Because, as you well remember, at that date the candidate Trump He was already the de facto President in pectore Trump , Because, as you well remember, at that date the candidate Trump He was already the de facto President in pectore Trump , Because, as you well remember, at that date the candidate Trump He was already the de facto President in pectore Trump , Because, as you well remember, at that date the candidate Trump He was already the de facto President in pectore Trump , 

It is not understandable why there Rome prosecutor same investigating in this direction. Everything appears in clear It is not understandable why there Rome prosecutor same investigating in this direction. Everything appears in clear It is not understandable why there Rome prosecutor same investigating in this direction. Everything appears in clear It is not understandable why there Rome prosecutor same investigating in this direction. Everything appears in clear It is not understandable why there Rome prosecutor same investigating in this direction. Everything appears in clear It is not understandable why there Rome prosecutor same investigating in this direction. Everything appears in clear 

relationship with the famous story of the stolen emails to Hillary Clinton nominated; email maybe someone had feared could relationship with the famous story of the stolen emails to Hillary Clinton nominated; email maybe someone had feared could relationship with the famous story of the stolen emails to Hillary Clinton nominated; email maybe someone had feared could relationship with the famous story of the stolen emails to Hillary Clinton nominated; email maybe someone had feared could relationship with the famous story of the stolen emails to Hillary Clinton nominated; email maybe someone had feared could 

be found on the Occhionero server.

Always my renewed signaling in this sense also goes on conduct which is seriouslyAlways my renewed signaling in this sense also goes on conduct which is seriously

omission held by Dott. Albamontes during the process, which has never produced the contents of that letter rogatory just our omission held by Dott. Albamontes during the process, which has never produced the contents of that letter rogatory just our omission held by Dott. Albamontes during the process, which has never produced the contents of that letter rogatory just our omission held by Dott. Albamontes during the process, which has never produced the contents of that letter rogatory just our omission held by Dott. Albamontes during the process, which has never produced the contents of that letter rogatory just our omission held by Dott. Albamontes during the process, which has never produced the contents of that letter rogatory just our 

server. And 'quite clear that, even before that because of reasons extremely sensitive above, such a failure to produce server. And 'quite clear that, even before that because of reasons extremely sensitive above, such a failure to produce server. And 'quite clear that, even before that because of reasons extremely sensitive above, such a failure to produce 

constitutes the umpteenth violation or a serious injury defense . It is not clear, then, the ultimate reasonconstitutes the umpteenth violation or a serious injury defense . It is not clear, then, the ultimate reasonconstitutes the umpteenth violation or a serious injury defense . It is not clear, then, the ultimate reason
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a similar secrecy, except by virtue of a need omission, aimed at maintaininga similar secrecy, except by virtue of a need omission, aimed at maintaininga similar secrecy, except by virtue of a need omission, aimed at maintaininga similar secrecy, except by virtue of a need omission, aimed at maintaininga similar secrecy, except by virtue of a need omission, aimed at maintaining

someone free from one or more responsibilities. Therefore, with this, I renew the call for integral production of all the someone free from one or more responsibilities. Therefore, with this, I renew the call for integral production of all the someone free from one or more responsibilities. Therefore, with this, I renew the call for integral production of all the 

inherent material the rogatory and of any and all correspondence between members of the Prosecutor of Rome, of the Police inherent material the rogatory and of any and all correspondence between members of the Prosecutor of Rome, of the Police inherent material the rogatory and of any and all correspondence between members of the Prosecutor of Rome, of the Police inherent material the rogatory and of any and all correspondence between members of the Prosecutor of Rome, of the Police inherent material the rogatory and of any and all correspondence between members of the Prosecutor of Rome, of the Police inherent material the rogatory and of any and all correspondence between members of the Prosecutor of Rome, of the Police inherent material the rogatory and of any and all correspondence between members of the Prosecutor of Rome, of the Police 

post he was born in CNAIPIC on the one hand, and Department of Justice and FBI on the other; in relation to our method post he was born in CNAIPIC on the one hand, and Department of Justice and FBI on the other; in relation to our method post he was born in CNAIPIC on the one hand, and Department of Justice and FBI on the other; in relation to our method post he was born in CNAIPIC on the one hand, and Department of Justice and FBI on the other; in relation to our method post he was born in CNAIPIC on the one hand, and Department of Justice and FBI on the other; in relation to our method post he was born in CNAIPIC on the one hand, and Department of Justice and FBI on the other; in relation to our method post he was born in CNAIPIC on the one hand, and Department of Justice and FBI on the other; in relation to our method post he was born in CNAIPIC on the one hand, and Department of Justice and FBI on the other; in relation to our method 

and the related matters

Russiagate.

Similarly, I urge you to make available to our defense any other act of investigation that has been, until now, illicitly made Similarly, I urge you to make available to our defense any other act of investigation that has been, until now, illicitly made Similarly, I urge you to make available to our defense any other act of investigation that has been, until now, illicitly made Similarly, I urge you to make available to our defense any other act of investigation that has been, until now, illicitly made 

unavailable to the same including, but not limited to: surveillance, eavesdropping, photo shoots and more.unavailable to the same including, but not limited to: surveillance, eavesdropping, photo shoots and more.

I am sure that, approaching the date on which will yield the conduct of your office, you'll want to ensure to all of us I am sure that, approaching the date on which will yield the conduct of your office, you'll want to ensure to all of us 

and to himself , That no shadow can stand out on the public prosecutor of Rome, in a matter of such delicacy. and to himself , That no shadow can stand out on the public prosecutor of Rome, in a matter of such delicacy. 

Yours faithfully, Giulio 

Occhionero


